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vTHE RECREATION POTENTIAL OF THE STEWIAKE RIVER
ABSTRACT:Rivers are becoming increasingly popular recreation
resources as land and water use competition intensifies.The
first river basin board in Nova Scotia was formed to manage
the Shubenacadie-Stewiake Rivers under multiple use objectives.
The board required an estimation of the recreation resources
of the Stewiake River and after a review of pertinent litera-
ture the RIVERS method was chosen as the most appropriate
technique for measuring recreation potential.The RIVERS
method identified the recreation activities which were best
suited to the river as a whole,(fishing, hunting, nature study)
the activities best suited to each segment or land-water unit,
the continuity of the activities potential throughout the
river, and the overall recreation potential of each segment.
Particular limitations of the RIVERS method were noted and
include quantitative significance, weighting procedures, use
in a pristine environment, and use where planning and manage-
ment objectives already existssuch as in state, provincial
or federal natural rivers programs. There is an additional
and immediate need for the preparation of a recreation mana-
gement plan for the Stewiake River.I NTRODUCT I ON
Background Information
Rivers are of great recreation value because of their
linear configuration which disperses use, the relatively high
carrying capacity of the water-land interface, their capabi-
lity of supporting a variety of water dependent and water
related activities, and their distribution amongst population
areas as a result of early settlement patterns.The value of
rivers for recreation is increasing due to competition for use
of land, an increase in urbanization and trends to control
water quality.Traditionally river recreation was confined to
the sporting activities of fishing and hunting, however, non-
consumptive recreation activities such as boating, canoeing,
camping and nature study are becoming increasingly more popular.
A river which is located near urban centers, is deep yet not
dangerously swift and has a relatively high water quality will
be a valuable recreation resources.The Stewiake River in Nova
Scotia meets these requirements.however, these requirements
are also important to other land use activities such as agri-
culture, transportation, urban settlement, mining and to some
extent forestry.The competition between these land uses over
the water resource will affect the recreation value of the3
river.Recreation use ione of the cleanest and least con-
sumptive of all water uses but is always negatively affected
by the more intense land-water use activities.Management of
water resources under multiple use objectives although popu-
lar in other parts of North America is just now being considered
in Nova Scotia.The recent formation of the .Shubenacadie-
Stewiake River Basin Board as a joint Federal-Provincial project
is the first step in the systematic allocation of the rivers
resources under multiple use objectives.The initial task of
the board was the authorization of a series of technical reports
in an attempt to collect the base data required to clearly
define management objectives.
The river basin board is intent on giving serious consi-
deration to the esthetic and recreation values of the Stewiake
River.The Stewiake is one of the few rivers in the province
that maintains a sufficient flow of water during the low flow
season to permit a wide range of recreation activities.The
geographic location of the Stewiake River makes it accessible
for day tripping to approximately forty percent of the provin-
cial population.Large numbers of wetlands with various degrees
of productivity are found in association with the river.These
wetlands have traditionally been attractive to hunters.The
nature of land use within the river basin has created various
successional stages of forest and field cover making the areavery productive for wildlife and attractive to hunters.The
Stewiake has long been one of the best biological producers
of sport fish in the province, among other reasons, due to
underlying sedimentary rock resulting in soils rich in calcium
carbonate2.The Stewiake River is a free flowing river and
has never experienced the trials and tribulations associated
with dams and channelization efforts.Another contributing
factor to the recreation value of the river is the condition
of the floodplain.The floodplain is in a relatively natural
state, the only intense land use activity being agricultural
production of grass crops for pasture and several small gravel
extraction operations.Furthermore habitation has, on the
whole, developed away from the floodplain leaving the quality
of the river water suitable for most recreation activities
and the river banks well vegetated and esthetically pleasing.
The agency responsible for crown lands and development
of outdoor recreation resources in the province is the Nova
Scotia Department of Lands and Forest.The Department's
interest in the Stewiake River stems from the responsibilities
of its various subdivisions including Fish and Wildlife, Parks
and Recreation, Forestry Operations, and Land Aquisition.It
is through this agency that the recreation resources of the
Stewiake River can be developed.In particular, the agency
has various legislative tools on hand to protect and enhance
the recreation values of the river including the ForestProtection Act, e.g. Green Belt Clause, thenew Trails Act
with its authority to designatewaterways as provincial canoe
trails, and the Lands & Forest Act toacquire lands, develop
parks, and protect and enhance fish andwildlife population.
The Nova Scotia Department of Landsand Forest was faced
with two major problems in attempting toplan and manage the
Stewiake River as a recreationresource.The first problem
is one of public ownership of lands withriver frontage.The
crown owns only 8 of 160 Km of river frontage andthe meager
holdings are located in the head waters ofthe river.The
second problem is the lack of basic inventorydata from which
to make planning and management decisionspertaining to the
development of river recreationresources.
In order to act on these problems andto provide the
Shubenacadie-Stewiake River Basin Board withan adequate
estimation of the Stewiake's recreation value,the Parks Di-
vision decided to undertakea study of the recreation poten-
tial of the river.There was a definite need to utilizea
systematic methodology which would identifynatural constraints
as well as the physical attractions and capabilities ofthe
river to engender and sustain popular recreationactivities.
Other criteria required of the methodologywas that it should
have the ability to differentiate potentialsbetween various
segments of the river and at the same time differentiate
potentials between entire rivers.The comparison betweenentire rivers would be of future interest and could aid in
the development of a provincial classification system for
rivers.
Study Objectives
The purpose of this study is to asses the recreation
potential of the Stewiake River.The methods utilized in this
study, if proven adequate, will be applied to other provincial
rivers.This study was undertaken by the Nova Scotia Depart-
ment of Lands and Forest in conjunction with the Geography
Department of Oregon State University.
STUDY AREA
Location
The Stewiake River is located in the very heart of Nova
Scotia forty Km from Truro, the hub of the province.The
following map illustrates the relationships between the Ste-
wiake River, the distribution of major population centers and
the distance time factor involved. (Fig. 1) It is quite
evident from this illustration that the Stewiake maintains a
geographic position which engenders its recreation capabilities.STEWIAKE RIVER LOCATION
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The Stewiake River begins as a series of small spring-
fed streams in the Pictou highlands.Gathering water from
other spring-fed tributaries it weaves its way westward for
eighty-four Kmbefore mixing with the muddy tidal waters of
the Shubenacadie River.This confluence of half silt and half
water struggles downstream against tidal bores, rips and
eddies until finally pouring itself into Cobequid Bay, an
extended arm of the Bay of Fundy.The river drains an area
of approximately 976Km2and maintains a flow of between
28.4 and 56.80 cubic meters per second depending on the sea-
sonal fluctuations.A relatively steep river bed slope of
2.6 m/Km results in high velocities, particularly in spring
and fall flood.
Geologically, the Stewiake River is underlain by sedi-
mentary rocks of the Carboniferous era.These rocks are of
the Windsor group and are comprised of limestone, shales, and
sandstones.The river runs along the base of the Gay River
Ridge which rises abruptly to a height of 235 meters.This
ridge is a section of the Atlantic Upland, Precambrian in
origin and consisiting of Quartzite andSlate3.The Wisconsin
glacier is responsible for many of the present land features
such as shallow pan lakes, bogs, erratic boulders and the
overlaying glacial till.Post glacial cutting and deposition by streams together
with the overlaying glacial till have helped produce the
various soils evident along the Stewiake River.The head-
waters are dominated by sandy loam soils over gravellyloam
and are stony throughout.These uplands are hilly, well
drained and suitable for forestry and localized farming.
Further downstream alluvial deposition has produced silty clay
soHs which exhibit variable drainage.These soils occupy
over eighty percent of the river valleyand are suitable for
crop production in all but poorly drainedwetlands and flood
prone lowlands.The remaining land of the river valley is
dominated by clay loam soils, often mottled, derived from
clay till.These lands are imperfectly drained and suited
as pasture andwoodlot4.
Before European settlement the Stewiake River valley
possessed a unique forest zone that is known today as the Red
spruce-Hemlock--pine Zone.This species association represented
the only truly distinctive forest in the Maritime Provinces.
However, the entire river basin has been either cut over,
burned or cleared over time and as such only a few remnants
of the old growth forest remain.Today the forest cover is
dominated by coniferous trees such as white spruce, black
spruce, balsam fir, red spruce and larch, and deciduous spe-
cies, chiefly beech, sugar maple and yellowbirch5.O'Brian
has reported the occurrence of several rare wetland plantspecies in the Stewiake River valley including Beteela michaurie
(dwarf birch), Equisetum variegateuim (Variegated Scouring
Rush) and Pegonia ophioglorsoides (Rose Pegonia).6
Land Use
Land use along the Stewiake River basically consists of
agriculture and foresty.Cleared land occupies ninety five
kilometers or fifty eight percent of the total river frontage
while forests and wetlands occupy the remaining 42%.The
cleared agriculture land is distributed amongst ninety five
individual farms with river frontage.The entire valley
contains 178 census farms with a total acreage of 58,357
acres of which 37,005 acres is woodlot.Cropland represents
only 6% of the present land use while hayland occupies 20%
and pasture l8%.
The only town in the valley is Stewiake with a population
of about four hundred.There are also several small villages
with immediate populations under one hundred and include Upper
Stewiake, Middle Stewiake and East Stewiake.Roads, the
majority of which are gravel, run on both the north and south
sides of the valley but are located far above the floodplain
and in only a few situations are found adjacent to the river.
Eleven bridges make the river quite accessible for certain
recreation activities.ASSESSING RIVER RECREATION POTENTIAL
In order to predict the recreation potential of the
Stewiake River a methodology was needed which would assess
the suitability of most popular recreation activities and then
be able to indicate the best combination of activities for
both the river segments and the entire river.As the Stewi-
ake River is not a pristine river, its water quality and
quantity are affected more by man's land use activities than
by natural processes.A river research methodology must be
able to account for the influence of land use on the biology,
physiology, water quality and quantity of the river.
Literature Review
A literature review of popular inventory methodologies
was undertaken and revealed that there has been little orderly
research and development of systematic techniques in this
area of concern.Although each technique developed to date
attempted to be all-encompassing in design, in reality each
had a specific purpose and philosophical stand which was
clearly embodied in its methodology.For example, the Craig-
heads developed one of the earliest methods but it was only
1112
effective in evaluating wild western rivers for the activities
of boating, fishing andhunting.8Also, Luna B. Leopold
attempted to quantitatively evaluate and compare the esthetic
quality of rivers in order to justify the designation of unique
sections that deserve preservation.He considered esthetic
evaluation as an indicator of recreation potential.9Jurrard,
applying the Leopold technique to Canada's northern rivers,
found the system to be inadequate as the relative uniqueness
ratio was an unrealistic parameter for protectivepriorities.10
Hamill, utilizing statistical tests on Leopold's technique,
concluded that Leopold employed an unnecessarily complex cal-
culation procedure and uniqueness values that wereunrealistic.1'
Other methods include those developed by McConnell and Stoll,
Olson, Dearinger, Morisawa, and theU.S.F.S.'2In each case
these methods were rejected for not possessing the type of
analysis needed to meet the criteria for evaluating the recrea-
tion resources of the Stewiake River.
The Canadian Federal Government has produced a series
of maps titled "Canadian Land Inventory - Land Capability
for Recreation" in which land units are classified into one
of seven capability classes ranging from high tolow.13
The major weakness of this system is the basic assumption
that there is no need to classify water bodies because
their recreation value accrues to the adjoining shoreland.13
This assumption is totally inaccurate as both water based
and water related activities depend on the parameters of
the water body itself such as water quality, water quantity,
biology and physiology.
The Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources recently
designed a meth
waterway parks.
remote pristine
the activity of
variables which
on the waterway
Stewiake River.
od for assessing river corridors as potential
This method is mainly designed for more
enviornments and is basically concerned with
canoeing.14This system uses only seventeen
do not account for the effects of land use
and therefore are not suited for use on the
RIVERS Method
Chubb has recently designed and tested in a pilot study
of a recreation potential assessment method he terms RIVERS
(River Inventory and Variable Evaluation for Recreation
Suitability)J5This study evaluates the potential of sixteen
popular recreation activities by identifying and scoring the
relative significance of certain variables for each of the
activities on a five point scale.The accompanying table
is a list of river recreation activities included in the
evaluation.(Table 1) The river is first divided into
1.6 Km long segments within a primary zone, or 100 metre
corridor, and a secondary zone or.4 Km corridor on both14
TABLE 1
LIST OF 16 RIVER RECREATION ACTIVITIES INCLUDED IN EVALUATION
Activity Description
1.Wild area Canoeing where the main goal is to enjoy paddling a
canoeing canoe in a pristine and/or challenging environment with
minimum contact with other users.
2.General or Canoeing where pristine settings and/or challenging water
social conditions are not considered essential; participants
canoeing often enjoy interaction with others.
3.Small craft Boating using oars or motor under 10 h.p.Goal is to
boating enjoy the boating experience itself.
4.Power Boating using a 10 h.p. or larger motor.Experience
boating often involves exhilaration of speeding over water.
5.Waterskiing Using a powerful boat to tow a person on waterskis or
watersled.
6.Swimming Enjoyable water contact from strenuous swimming or diving
to playing in water or just "cooling off".Includes on-
shore activities.
7.Bank fishingAttempting to catch fish for recreational purposes from
the river bank or while walking or wading in the channel.
8.Boat fishingAttempting to catch fish for recreational purposes from
a boat.
9.Nature studyRiver oriented observation, collection, photography, or
scientific study of flora, fauna, soils, rocks, or minerals.
10.Hunting River oriented recreational shooting of animals or birds
with rifles, shotguns, or bows and arrows.
11.Canoe Camping overnight when travelling by canoe.Shelter, if
used, may be natural, agency provided, or portable.
12.Trail Camping overnight when travelling on foot, trail vehicle,
camping or horseback, along river corridor trails.Shelter as
canoe camping.
13.Vehicle Camping overnight in a trailer, truck camper, tent or other
camping shelter carried by vehicle while using the river corridor
for recreation.
14.Picnicking Eating a meal outdoors when main goal is to enjoy river
environment.
15.Trail travel Travel in river corridor on foot, trail vehicle, or horse-
back when the main goal is enjoyment of the river environment.
16.Pleasure Enjoyment of the river environment while travelling in a
driving vehicle on roads in the river corridor.
Source:Chubb M. and Bauman E. opp.cit., footnote 14, pp. 26.15
sides of the river.Inventory information on sixty seven
variables is then collected for each segment by utilizing
aerial photography, topographical and soil maps, agency
reports and finally a field survey of the river and its
corridor. (Table 2)After the data has been collected it
must undergo a transformation and weighing process to dis-
tinguish the relative importance of the raw variable score
for each activity as Chubb explains:"... a score of five
for a river segment with torrential flow may be appropriate
for the esthetic appreciation associated with pleasure
driving but is quite inappropriate for swimming... the
process of changing the scoring to fit the relationship
between variable and an activity was termedtransformation.tl6
After data transformation the scores are multiplied by
assigned weights.The weighting procedure is based on the
following rationale.t1For example, remoteness (variable
number 66) is very important for wild area canoeing, quite
important for much nature study and hiking, not particularly
important for general canoeing and of no importance or possibly
detrimental for most power boating.We, therefore, developed
a weighting system by which each score (transformed where
appropriate) was multiplied by a weight of 1,2,3,4, or 5 in
17 order to reflect its relative importance for each activity."
Finally totals and percentages for each activity and
each segment are calculated.The resulting variance in the16
TABLE 2
INVENTORY VARIABLES
A.BASIC PHYSICAL FACTORS
1.Width of River
2.Site Development Potential
3.Apparent Stream Velocity
4.Floatability
5.Flow Fluctuation
6.Months of Water Flow
7.Stream Bed Material
8.Dominent River Pattern
9.Water Surface Profile
10.Bank Erosion
B.SPECIAL PHYSICAL FEATURES
11.Acreage of Ponds
12.Sandy beaches
13.Oxbow Lakes and Bayous
14.Islands-suitable for Dry land Activities
a) Under ½ acre
b) ½ - 2 acres
c) 2 - 5 acres
d) 5 - 10 acres
e) + 10 acres
15.Navigational Obstructions
16.Immediate Bank Height
C.WATER QUALITY
17.Turbidity
18.Temperature
19.Main Produced Solids on Bottom
20.Main Produced Floating Liquids
21.Man-Produced Floating Solids
22.Bacteriological Quality
23.Pesticides
24.Chemical Pollutants
25.Odor
- cont'd17
D.SOILS
26.Corridor Soils:Primary
27.Corridor Soils:Secondary
E.BIOLOGICAL FACTORS
28.Algae
29.Water Plants Submergent
30.Water Plants Floating or Emergent
31.Fauna:Samli Game
32.Fauna:Large Game
33.Fauna:Non-Game
34.Fauna:Water Fowl
35.Fauna:Other Birds
36.Fauna:Fish (warm)
37.Fauna:Fish (cold)
38.Right Bank-Land Flora Type (Primary)
39.Right Bank-Land Flora Density (Primary)
40.Right Bank-Land Flora Diversity (Primary)
41.Right Bank-Land Flora Type (Secondary)
42.Right Bank-Land Flora Density (Secondary)
43.Right Bank-Land Flora Diversity (Secondary)
44.Left Bank-Land Flora Type (Primary)
45.Left Bank-Land Flora Density (Primary)
46.Left Bank-Land Flora Diversity (Primary)
47.Left Bank-Land Flora Type (Secondary)
48.Left Bank-Land Flora Density (Secondary)
49.Left Bank-Land Flora Diversity (Secondary)
50.Wild Flowers
F.LAND USE
51.Right Bank-Adjacent Land Use (Primary)
52.Right Bank-Adjacent Land Use (Secondary)
53.Left Bank-Adjacent Land Use (Primary)
54.Left Bank-Adjacent Land Use (Secondary)
55.Historic Sites or Features
56.Public Land Ownership
G.AESTHETICS
57.Artificial Controls
58.Detrimental Values of Buildings
59.Trash & Litter
60.Utilities Grossings
61.Other Departmental Values
62.Scenic Variety
63.View Confinement
64.Apparent Beauty
65.Unique Features
66.Remoteness
67.Accessibility
Source:Chubb,jp.cit, footnote 17, pg. 29.II
calculated data is indicative of the range and breadth of the
recreation potentials of the river.
The RIVERS method was chosen for use in this study of
the Stewiake River because of its apparent ability to adhere
to the aforementioned criteria for this study.It was hoped
that the application of the RIVERS method would not only
provide the required data from which to classify river seg-
ments but would also provide a test procedure for its overall
effectiveness with particular types of Nova Scotian rivers.
METHODOLOGY
The initial task in the application of the RIVERS
methodology to the Stewiake River was the identification of
the upper and lower limits of the river to be included in
the study.The upper limit of the Stewiake River was located
at the first bridge crossing the river on route 289, grid
reference: (U.T.M.) 087180, Hopewell N.S.Above this point
the water flow is insufficient for most water dependent acti-
vities and the bank slopes are too steep to permit the occur-
rence of water related activities with the exception of hiking,
trail camping and nature study.The confluence of the Ste-
wiake with the Shubenacadie River was selected as the lower
limit, grid reference (U.T.M.) 700985, Shubenacadie N.S..19
There was an initial hesitation to include the section between
the village of Upper Stewiake and the Shubenacadie River due
to the influence of the Fundytides.After some debate it
was felt that many water related activities would be feasible
on the adjacent shorelands as would certain water dependent
activities such as.fishing and boating at high tide.It was
also felt that application of the RIVERS method would reveal
the range of restrictions and attractions of this tidal in-
fluence zone.
The next stage of the study was the collection of air
photos, topographic maps and agency reports on the eighty
kilometers of the study river.Colored aerial photographs
scale, 1:10,000, 1974 were chosen as they were believed to
be the most capable remote sensing aid available from which
to extract the required data.Canadian Dept. of Energy,
Mines and Resources Topographic sheets scale 1:50,000, 50
ft. contour, 1972 were also obtained for this study.Other
resource materials collected include the country soil bulle-
tin and a series of fifteen reports published by the Shube-
nacadie-Stewiake River Basin Board on the basin's natural
resources and social-economic condition.
The RIVERS method calls for the division of the river
into mile long segments.Initial tests were administered
using the one mile long segment and results proved it to be
inadequate.A mile long segment through forests might be20
interupted by farms, roads, or a village causinga dilemma
in the scoring of variables for that segment.This is due
to the fact that forty seven out of sixty seven variables
have the potential to be affected by land use, as well as
the fact that some of the variables are direct measurements
of land use.Another problem with the one mile segments was
in the repetition of variable scores between adjacent seg-
ments exhibiting similar land use and river character.This
repetition of similar scores would produce little or no
variation between segments.Needless to say, the use of mile
long segments would have resulted in an unnecessary amount
of busy work and insignificant results.
It was decided to admend the RIVERS method by delineating
segments on the basis of identifying either distinct changes
in land use, e.g. forest/agriculture/village/forest, or river
character e.g. meandering/straight channel.This method
attempts to detect natural land-water unit segments which
when scored would indicate significant degrees of variance
necessary to rank and classfy the recreation potential of
each river segment.This method generated a total of twenty-
two unique segments or on the average one every 3.6 Km with
the shortest being 1 Km and the longest 5.3 Km. (Figure 2)
Inventory forms (Appendix A) were prepared for each
RIVER segment and data derived from air photo interpretation
and agency reports was entered on the form.Air photo analysisSTEWIAKE RiVER SEGMENT
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was the primary source for twenty of the variables while
agency reports provided the information on seventeen vari-
ables and the field reconnaissance supplied the details on
the remaining thirty variables.Often sources provided
complimentary information which added a confirmation factor
to the acquisition of data and scoring of variables.
The field reconnaissance involved three activity stages;
floating the river, hiking the corridor and driving the roads.
The type of watercraft utilized to float the river was a
sixteen foot canoe paddled solo by the author.A slow pace
was deliberately maintained with frequent stops to insure a
detailed reconnaissance and therefore no conflict arose over
the ability to observe and record information and maneuver
the craft.The eighty Km river was traversed in five working
days averaging sixteen Km per day.This included paddling
downstream, then hiking back upstream through the river cor-
rider to field check the suitability of the land for water
related activities.Finally the accessibility factor of each
segment for dispersed activities was scored by observations
made while th':iving a four-wheel-drive jeep on all roads within
two segments above and below the segment being scored.
Accessibility is difficult to quantify and may be one of the
major weaknesses of the RIVERS method as Chubb explains.23
We found it was much more difficult to developa
satisfactory scoring system for this factor than had been
anticipated.The major problem was that the accessibility
of one river segment for most of the activities dependson
the accessibility of other segments.1
The data was processed without the aid of computers
and proved very time consuming.Scores were calculated for
each of the sixteen activities within each of the twentytwo
segments by utilizing a prepared "Segment Activity Score
Sheet (Appendix A)".A total of 352 of these score sheets
were manually produced for the Stewaike River.The exact
procedure employed is best described directly by Chubb.
1)The appropriate variables for the activity under
consideration were determined from the table of weights and
transformation indices and entered in the first column; at
the same time, the transformation table numberwas transferred
to column 3 and the weight entered in column 5;
2)the raw scores for each of the appropriate variables
were then transferred to the second column from the segment's
inventory form;
3)the appropriate transformation table was consulted,
the raw scores treated accordingly, and the resulting trans-
formed score was entered in column 4;
4)the transformed score was multiplied by the weight
already in column 5 and the product entered in column 6;
5)totals for each of the 6 groups of variables were
then calculated;
6)these totals were summed to give a totalscore for
the segment; and
7)the total segment score was expressedas a percentage
of the total possible score.This final step of expressing
the total segment score as a percentage of the activities
total possible score was devised to make comparison of thesuitability of a segment for different activities possible.
This was necessary because each activity had a different
total possible score since various numbers of factors were
included in the scoring of each of the 16 activities.'9
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The RIVERS method produced a considerable amount of
data on each segment and therefore a wealth of information
on the river as a whole was generated.As a result of the
quantity of information collected only mean scores and
summary percentages are included in this report.Inventory
packets were developed for each segment and included the
field inventory sheets, segment activities score sheet, aerial
photos, topographic reference maps and a summary score sheet.
These inventory packets are on permanent file at the Nova
Scotia Department of Lands and Forest, Parks Division head-
quarters, Debert, Nova Scotia.
The data was analyzed with the intent of producing
scores reflective of the range of recreation potentials of
the Stewiake River both from an activity viewpoint and from
a segment or land-water unit perspective.
Table three is an accumulation of mean scores representing
the potential of sixteen activities on the Stewiake River.
At an initial glance the values all seem low when compared
to the potential top score of one hundred.However in order25
TABLE 3
MEAN PERCENTAGE SCORES FOR 16 ACTIVITIES ON THE STEWIAKE RIVER
Activity Mean Score Rank Order
1.Wild Canoeing 484a
10
2.General canoeing 54.3 9
3.Small craft boating 46.0 12
4.Power boating 24.6 15
5.Swimming 38.4 14
6.Water Skiing 16
7.Nature study 70.1 2
8.Hiking 66.2 4
9.Picnicking 65.8 6
10.Canoe camping 47.7 11
11.Trail camping 65.0 7
12.Vehicle camping 66.0 5
13.Bank fishing 66.3 3
14.Boat fishing 44.5 13
15.Pleasure driving 60.8 8
16.Hunting 73.7 1
Average mean activitiy score for
the Stewiake River 49.3
a.Possible score ranges from to 100
b.A score of 0 indicates an activity is rated impossible of
improbable.
Source:Author Field Survey26
for a river to consistently score one hundreds it has to be
in a pristine enviornment, be deep yet not too swift, have
excellent site development potential for water related activi-
ties, offer a variety of esthetic experiences and have an
accessibility factor which engenders each particular activity.
This type of river is really quite rare as other competing
land and water uses have successfully sought out similar
requirements.
The low scores are then reflective of the fact that the
Stewiake River exhibits a sequential land use pattern com-
prised of forestry, agriculture, gravel extraction, wet land,
and habitation.As the character of the river segments change
so do the activity variables and their subsequent scores.
The mean of their scores is a representative figure for the
entire eighty Km of river.The mean score is particularly
useful in comparing the entire river with the potentials of
other rivers while attempting to choose between and/or classify
the rivers.
The recreation activities with the most potential for the
entire river include hunting, nature study, and bank fishing.
The factors combining to produce the high ranking of these
activities include diversity of vegetation, accessibility,
water quality, a relatively unoccupied floodplain, and the
high productive capabilities of the river for fish and wild-
life.Camping, picnicking and hiking also scored very high27
for the entire river.This is due to the good site develop-
ment potential within the river corridor and to the various
physical and esthetic attractions of the river.Of course,
these scores again must be kept in perspective.The high
ranking of, say, vehicle camping with a score of 66 out of
100 indicates that certain restrictions on the activities
capabilities do exist. The ranking column in Table 3 is
to be used for comparison of the relative potentials of
activities on the the Stewiake River.All of the water re-
lated activities have low mean scores due to the insufficient
water flow in the first six segments of the river.
Table four gives the activity score by each segment and
is much more indicative of the range and breadth of the river!s
recreation potential than is Table three.These scores re-
veal the weaknesses and strengths of the river by segment.
One way to utilize this table is to look for continuity between
segments.For instance, imagine a general canoe trip down
the river; the first six segments are impossible to canoe,
the next threc have moderate canoeing potential, segment ten
has a slightly higher potential, at eleven the experience
weakens and then at twelve it reaches a peak, it then begins
to diminish untilsixteen is reached and the canoeing is
excellent for three segments, finally the experience tapers
off in the tidal influence zone.The "continuity betweenTABLE 4
RIVER RECREATION POTENTIAL ASSESSMENT SCORESFOR STEWIAKE RIVER
Activity Segment
Wild canoeing
General canoeing
Sm. craft boating
Power boating
Swimming
Water skiing
Nature study
Hiking
Picnicking
Canoe camping
Trail camping
Vehicle camping
Bank fishing
Boat fishing
Pleasure driving
Hunting
123456789 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 21
O00000 69 67 69 75 61 81 63 69 70 80 76 74 65 53 42 51
O00000 70 66 70 75 66 88 68 72 74 81 80 77 69 63 5156
000000 70 63 68 73 62 78 61 66 70 78 77 75 650 50 57
O00000000 055720 06065656663 04846
O00000 62 55 53 60 46 73 55 59 57 69 71 72 61 5200
O000000000000000000 8000
83 77 80 75 74 62 72 72 74 77 69 68 66 74 7384 80 77 68 56 49 60
85 77 81 61 69 63 60 65 64 68 60 78 62 6873 65 76 74 63 53 41 57
84 77 74 69 68 61 67 58 57 58 55 71 63 6668 70 71 74 66 55 51 58
000000 67 62 63 67 61 77 65 70 70 78 75 72 66 51 51 56
79 76 66 61 66 65 66 60 60 64 57 75 62 62 6974 73 73 63 54 49 58
73 71 77 69 70 65 69 61 60 63 58 76 64 70 67 7376 75 67 57 50 61
76 74 75 68 68 58 66 65 61 70 61 76 64 68 67 7675 74 66 59 54 58
000000 67 59 60 68 57 66 58 64 65 69 72 71 62 55 51 53
83 73 71 66 60 58 66 62 61 65 57 73 60 64 69 73 6275 60 50 43 50
82788374726774747779688365767484847774625164
Source:Author Field Survey29
segments" analyses can be a valuable aid in the planning
and site selection of launching sites, rest areas and canoe
camping facilities as it readily unveils the constraints
and attractions of the river as a whole.
The most important and significant results from this
study are the identification of the recreation potential of
each segment.This information can significantly aid in the
decision to purchase or to protect certain lands for recrea-
tion and esthetic purposes as part of the river basin board's
multiple use objectives.Table five is a list of mean seg-
ment scores and their relative rank order for the Stewiake
River.The segment with the highest recreation potential
is segment twelve followed closely by segments sixteen,
seventeen and eighteen.The factors which produced the high
potentials in these land unit types include, forest cover,
sufficient water quantity and quality for most activities,
relative remoteness, accessibility, high esthetic values,
excellent fishing and hunting opportunities and good site
development potential.Segment scores were classified into
classes ranging from high recreation potential to low recrea-
tion potential and are depicted cartographically in Figure 3.
This illustration depicts only the general pattern based on
the mean scores of all sixteen activities.In order to
clarify this further, each activity score for each segment30
TABLE 5
MEAN SEGMENT SCORES AND THEIR RANK ORDER FOR THE STEWIAKE RIVER
Segment
Section Rivers Scores
Score Rank Order
1 403a
17
2 37.6 18
3 33.4 21
4 34.0 20
5 34.2 19
6 32.0 22
7 59.0 9
8 52.0 13
9 56.0 10
10 60.1 7
11 55.8 11
12 70.9 1
13 54.7 12
14 59.2 8
15 64.1 5
16 70.0 2
17 69.5 3
18 69.1 4
19 61.1 6
20 45.6 15
21 40.6 16
22 49.0 14
Average mean segment score for
the Stewiake River 52.2
a.Possible score ranges from to 100.
Source:Author Field SurveySTEWIAKE RIVER RECREATION POTENTIAL
MEDIUM
MEDIUM LOW 5 0 5 10 15 kilometeters
I I I I
LOW
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was ranked from highest potential to lowest potential.Table
6 provides specific information on each particular recreation
activity.For instance, although segment one is classified
in Figure 4as having a low overall recreation potential,
it has the highest potential for the activities of hiking and
trail camping.Likewise segment two also has a low overall
potential yet it is ranked in Table 6 as number three out df
twenty-two for the activity of pleasure driving.The rank
ordering of each activity by segment is an important concept
in the planning and management of the river as a whole entity.
In summary, the results of the RIVERS method as applied
to the Stewiake River, have capably indicated the activities
best suited for the river as a whole, the activities best
suited to each segment, the continuity of the activities
potential throughout the river, and the overall recreation
potential of each river segment.
LIMITATIONS OF RIVERS METHODOLOGY
The RIVERS method produces numerical scores which are
quantitative indicators of recreation potential.These score
should not be viewed as empirical statistics but as data
representing the generalization of a complex web of inter-
dependecies.The significance of one score related to another33
TABLE 6
RANK ORDER OF RECREATION ACTIVITIES POTENTIALS BY RIVER SEGMENT
Highest Potential
123456
Activity
Rank Order
Lowest Potential
789 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
River Segments (Figure 2)
Wild canoeing 12161710181514978191311 202221000000
Gneral canoeing 12161718101514971913811 202221000000
Sm. Craft Boating12161718101579141981311 202221000000
Power boating 12181617819111520212000000000000
Swimming 121817167191014158139201100000000
Water skiing 0000000000000000000000
Nature study 16 117321018414951578111219136222021
Hiking 13122171815514101689619134117222021
Picnicking 12318121716154571914136108922112021
Canoe camping 16121718151411107191398222021000000
Trail camping 12121617181310191137141398456222021
Vehicle camping17121831621145471911156131098222021
Bank fishing 168202112 11731821014111513954719622
Boat fishing 17181610712151419981311202221000000
Pleasure driving 11821216315741014817195613911202221
Hunting 1716123 1101829141548719511613222021
Source: Author Field Survey34
becomes more important as the variation between the scores
increases.In the case of the Stewiake River, the scores
proved reflective of the land unit segment they represented
and fell into natural groups or classes.However, there
was some ambivalence in the classifying of scores as the
numerical variation between scores decreased.Therefore,
the lines between classes must not be viewed as absolute
values but as general delineations. (Figure 3)
It is the author's opinion that the most important part
of this study was the collection of the base data in a
systematic fashion on the entire river.Having the inventory
data on permanent file will provide an accessible source of
information to help solve a wide variety of management pro-
blems both now and in the future.
Although one of the principles in the initial design of
the RIVERS method was simplicity, there still remains a need
to include more variables.One half of the activities are
land based yet not enough emphasis is put on site development
potential for these activities.The inventory form should
break down variable no. 2, site development potential, into
separate relative variables in order to reveal the strengths
and weaknesses of the river corridor for each activity.Also
there is a need to examine the weighting procedure by identi-
fying the factors which an activity is most dependent on such35
as remoteness for wild canoeing, bacterial count for swimming
and soils for camping.The present system does not express
the degrees of activity dependencies as occurs in reality.
One of the major weaknesses with the RIVERS method is
its attempt to be all emcompassing by trying to be appropriate
for all types ofrivers.20Its methods are particularly useful
for the collection of inventory material and classifying seg-
ments while studying rivers corridors which have sequential
land use patterns influencing the recreation potentials.
However, the RIVERS system is much too cumbersome for studying
a pristine wilderness river.Nowadays pristine or wild rivers
are not assessed for their potential for all forms of popular
recreation activities but for a few particular and dispersed
activities.Also the planning and management issues of wild
river are not usually based on the physical conditions of the
land-water interface but on user group conflicts.The RIVERS
method does not appear to be applicable for studying rivers
which already have had planning and management goals clearly
stated.This includes rivers being studied for possible
inclusion in State, Provincial or Federal natural rivers
programme which have been defined by both legislation and
administrative policy.This classification of these types
of rivers is done simply on the basis of remoteness, accessi-
bility, development, prior use, floatability and relative
wildness.CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
The Stewiake River is naturally endowed with recreation
potential due to its geographic location, its abundance of
fishing and hunting opportunities, the quality and quantity
of the water which is suitable for most recreation activities,
the site development potential occurring within the corridor
and the spatial distribution of roads, farms and villages
within the river valley.
The RIVERS method has successfully identified the parti-
cular limitations and capabilities of the river as a whole
and as segments or land-water units for a wide variety of
river recreation activities.The next logical step and major
recommendation from this paper is the preparation of a manage-
ment plan based, in part, on information accumulated by this
study.The recreation management plan would identify alter-
natives for action within the multiple-use objectives of the
Shebenacadie-Stewiake River Basin Board.The management plan
should discuss land aquisition priorities, activity and faci-
lity development priorities, green belt designation, canoe
trail designation, fish and wildlife protection and enhancement,
watershed management and the maintenance and enhancement of
water quality, all within a framework of carrying capacity
and avoidance of user conflicts.FOOTNOTE S
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Form 1
RIVRECREA'ION POTEiTIiL ASSSN!T PROJECT:FIELDINVENTORY
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River Nan.: River Number:________ Segnent Number:i3
State:''/' _ . County:C IT L. CtE' EiTownship:________________
Location of Initial Point:
Field Work Date(s):______________________ Surveyors:________________________________________
Photographs:Roll Number:__ -' Frame Number(s):________Recording Tape Number:________
(NOTE: In factors 26,58-k9and51-54,"Primary" refers to land adjacent to the river which
constitutes an inventory zone extending .from the banks to 300 feet inland."Secondary" refers
to the inventory zone extending from 300 feet to one-quarter mile inland.)
A.BASICPHYSICALFACTORS
(NOTE: River should be at least fifteen feet wide.)
1. WID OF RIVER 5.Very Broad4. Broad 3. 2. 1. Narrow
(over 200')(120-200') (80-120') (40-80') (15-40').
2. SITE DEVELOPMENT (5.Suitable 4. 3. 2. 1. Unsuitable
POTENTIAL (consider- for developed r for develop-
ingwidth of river sites . ed sites
valley flat)
3. APPARENT STREAM 5.Very Swift4. Swift 3.oderate2.Sluggish1. Stagnant
VELOCITY (torrential) - or minimal
flow
4. PLOATASILITY (rate5. Always 4. Long Poole3.Toring High 2.With 1. Never
each activity (normal Water Difficulty
below according flow)
to this scale)
a)Canoeing c)Powerboating
b)S. Craft Boat. LI d)Waterskiing
5. FLOW FLUCTUATION 5.Infrequent /4.Seldo. 3.More Zr.-2. 1. Frequent
&neglig- '.ioccuring quent& &Serious
ible &of littlemoderate,
impact or infr.-
quent&
Serious
6. MONThSOFWATER 5..11-12 aths.4.8-10 atha.3. 3-7aths.2. 3-4 mths.1. less than
FLOW 3mths.
7. sT.4J1 BED :4ATENIAL5.ccellent4. Very Good 3.Good 2.Poor .1. Vary Poor
(suitability of
naterial for activi-
ties rated below ac-
cording to this scale)
a)hid. Canoeing g)Nature Study m)Driving for
b).General Canoeing h)Hiking
. Pleasure
c)Stall Craft Boat. i)Picnicking
it)Bank Fishing
d)Powerboating J)Canoe camping o)BoatFishing
e)Swimning k) siicamping
i')Hunting
f)7aterskiing 1)Vehicle
Camping
CPACE FOR 'CT:
Rocks&Souiers Sand
Cobbles Clay or Silt
Cravel_____________________________Muck8. DOMINANT 21T2
PATiS
p.2
5.Pond(s) &4. Braided 3.MeandersG.entie 1. Channei Stream Curves
9. WASU?FACE PATTERN 5. Excellent4. Very Go;d3.Good 2.Poor 1. Very Poor AND PRCFILE (suitabil-
ity for each activity
rated below according
- to this acale)
a)hid. Canoeing g)Nature Study a)Driving for -
b)Geflera]. Canoeing2 h)Biking Ii
c c)Saall CraftBoat._I i) ng n)
o)
Bank Fishing
Boat Fishing 2.. d)Powerboating I j)Canoe Camping'?
Un ng e)Swimming k) 'frailCamping3 P -
f)Waterskiing 1)Vehicle
-
SPtCE FOB NOT: Camping
Smooth Rapids
Ripples_______________________________ Chutes
Fools___________________________________
4,- Waterfalls
10. BANKOSI0N (beyond3.Infrequent .aldos 3.Nor. fre-2. 1. Frequent normal, river action &ueg].ig- ccuring quent& &Serious which may nagativelyible &of litti.moderate, affect recreational. impact or infre- activities) quent& ': --- serious
B.SPECIAL PEYSICALFEA1VRP
ACREAGE OP PON1 5. ow.r 2504. 200-250 3.150-200 2. 100-130L. less than (natural, or man-
- 100 made impoundments,
pond must b. equal - to or greater than
twice thewidthof
12.
the river)
1%
SANDY BE&CE 5 5 &over 4. 4 3. 3 22 1. 1 (capAble of auppor-
ting small groups of sijasers)
13- 5. 5 &over 4. 4 3. 3 2 2 1
14. ISLANDS (suitable for
canping, pcuicking, -. or other dry-land
recreational use)
-
a)ISLANDS UND1+ACRE5. 5 &over 4. 4 3. 3 2. 2 1.1
b)ISLANDSf -2 ACR 5. 5 & over 4. 4 3. 3 2. 2 1. 1
c)ISlANDS 2- 5£CR1 5 5 &over4 4 3. 3 2 1. 1
d)ISLANDS5 -10 ACR15. 5 &over 4. 4 3. 3 22 1. 1
e)ISLANDSOVER 10 £CR5. 5 &over 4. 4 3. 3 2. 2 1. 1-
42p.3
(NOTE:If the seent b&s received a value of "1" under Variable 4do not rate Variable15for that
locations
1 a)Canoeing c)Powerboating
b)S.a!t bat.
activity.)
15. NAVIGATICMAL 5. None 4. Minisal 3.Infrequent2.Infrequent1. Frequent
OUCTIO5 obstructionsobatruc tionsportagea
requiringrequiring
portages portages
a)Canoeing
!4 c)Powerboating-
b)s.craftat. d)Watersciing
16. IMMIiTK B&X 5.Easy exIt-4. 3. 2. 1. Absence of
HEIT tug through- reasonable
out e.gnent exIting
C.WATERQUALITY
17. VRBIDITT 5. Clear 4. Cloudy)rurbid 2. Very 1. Muddy
i8. TEMPERA'IVRE 5. <60° 4. 60-68° 3. 68- 78°2.78-85° i.)85°
(ai-era,ge July daytine)
19. MLN-PEODID SOLItS5. None of4. Seldo.& 3.More fre-2. 1. Frequent
ON (rate inpactsignificanceof little quent& &Serious
on the r.creational jepact aoderata,
activity groups or infre- -
below) quent&
serious
a)Water-contact (Total) c)Aesthetics
b)Watercraft Contact
20. MAN-PRONCED FLOAT-5. None of4. Seldo.& 3.More fre-2. 1. Frequent
1MG LIQUIDS (rate significanceof little quent& &Serious
ispact on the recrea- ispact moderate,
tional activity or infre-
oups below) quent&
seriOus
a)Water-Contact (Total) c)Aesthetics
b)Watercraft Contact :
21 MAN-PRONCED FLOAT- 5.None of 4.Seldo.& 3.More fre-2. 1. Frequent
1MG SOLI(rate significanceof little quent& &Serious
impact on the recrea- ispact soderate,
tonal activity or intro-
groups below) quent&
- serious
4 a)Water-Contact (Total) c)Aesthetics
b)Watercraft Contact
22. BACTERIOLOGICAL 5.ceUent 4. 3. 2Minimally 1Tnaccept-
QUALITY (fetal Quality acceptable able
coli forms) -p.4
23. P7ICID(rat. 5.None of 4. Seldon& 3.More fre-2. 1. Frequent impact on the significanceof little quent& &Serious recreational activity impact moderate,
groups below)
- or infre-
quent&
serious
a)later-Contact (Total) -- c)AestheticøJ
b)latercraft Contact
24. CR4ICAL 5.None of 4. Seldom& 3.More fre- 2. 1.Frequent
POLLUTAN(rat. significanceof little quent& &Serious impact on the impact moderate, recreational activi- or intro-
ty groups below) quent&
serious
a)later-Contact (Total) c)Aesthetics
b)latercraft Contact
25. ODOR(rate impact on5.None of 4. Seldom& 3.More fre- 2. 1.Frequent the recreation.al signiftcanceof little quent& &Sertous activity groups below) impact moderate,
a)Yater-Conta:t (Total) quent&
b)Watercrat onta:t serious
c)Aesthetics
D.SOILS
(NOTE:In Variables 2and 27, consider thegeneral limitations for campIng, picnicking,and other dry land recreationaluses.)
26. CORRIDOR SOILS: 5.Negligible4. Infrequent3.More fre-2. 1. Frequent&
PRIMARY restrictions&minor quent& - Serious restrictionsmoderate, restrictton
- - ---orinfra-
- quent&
-
:-serious
- restrictions
27. CORRIDOR SOILS: 5.Negligible4.Infrequent3.More fre-2. 1. Frequent&
SECONDARY restrictiona&minor quent& serious
restrictionsmoderate, restrIction
-. or infre-
: quent&
- -. serious
- restrictions
E.BIOLOGICALFACIVRS
(NOTE:For Variables 28, 29,and30,the underlying assumption is that ratings will reflectamounts of
algae arid waterplantswhich affect recreationalactivities.)
28. ALGAE 5.Absent 4. Moderate2. 1. Infested
29. WATER PLANTS: 5.Absent 4. 3.Moderate 1. Infested
SUB {ERGZT
30. WATER PlANTS: 5.Absent 4. 3.Moderate2. 1. Infested
FLOATINGAND/OR
LGENT -
31. FAUNA:SMALLGAME 5.Abundant 4. 3. 2. 1. Absent
32. FAUNA: LARGE GAME 5.Abundant 4. 3. 2. t.Absentp.5
33. FAUNA: NON-. GA 5.Abn.ant 4. (3. 2. 1. Absent
34. FAUNA: 1ARFOWL 5.Abr.d.amt4. 3. 2. 1. Absent
35. FAUNA: O BIR 5.Ab.md.ant 4. -3. 2. 1. Absent
36. -FAUNA:FISE(Warn)5. Abuiant4. 3. 2. 1. Absent
37. FAUNA:FISE (Cold)5.Abundant 4. 3. 2. 1.Absent
(NOTE;Variables 38through43 re;esant teRIGHT BANK.
Variables 4 t,rCuzh 4retresent tze LEFT BANK.) -
38. LAND FLORA: TYPE 5.Wnoded 4.ees & 3. Open Grass2.Bog, Marsh,(iLawna, or
(PRIMARY) Brush &frees Swamp, Barren
BZIZShY'-'
39. LAND FLORA; DENSITY5.Dense 4. 3.Moderate 2. 1.Thin
(PRIN_tRY)
40. LAND FLORA:DYVYNITY5.Great 4. (oderate 2. 1. Small
(PRIMARY)
41. LAND FLORA: TYF 5.Wooded 4..es &(3.Open Grass2.Bog, Marsh, 1. Lawns, or
(SECONDARY) Brush-'&ees Swamp, Barren
- Brushy
42. LAND FLORA: DENSITY5.Dense 4. I3. Moderate2. 1. Thin
(SECONDARY) \z-
V
43. LAND FLORA:DP1SITY5.Great 4. 13.,Moderate 2. 1Small
(SECONDARY)
44. LEFT BANK 5.Wooded 4.'frees & 3. Open Grass2.Bog,Marsh/T'Lawns,or-
LAND FLORA: TYPE Brush & frees Swamp,,'Barren
(PRIMARY) Brushy
45. LEFT BANK 5.Dense 4. 3.Moderate 2. 1Thin
LAIJD FLORA: DENSITY -
(PRIMARY)
46. LEFT BANK 5.Great 4. (i3Moderate2. 1. Small
LAND FLOP.A: DflSITY
(PRIMARY)
47. LEFT BANK 5.Wooded 4.frees & 3. Open Grass2.Bog, Marsh, 1. Lawns, or
LAND FLORA: TYPE - - Brush & frees Swamp, Barren
(SECONDARY) Brushy
48. Lr BANK 5.Dens. 4,, 3.Moderate 2. 1.Thin
LAND FLORA: DENSITY
- (SECONDARY) .
-
V
49. LEFT BANK 5.Great
V4 3.Moderate2. 1Small
LAND FLCRA: DIVLRSITY -- - -------
(SECONDARY)
50. WILDFLOWS 5.Abundant4. 3.Moderate 2. 1. Absentp.6
F.LANDUSE
(NOTE:Variables51ad 52represent theRIGHC BANK.
Variables53and 54represent theLEFTBANK.)
51. ADJACENT LAND USE:5. Natural L1. Mixed nat-3..-iaarily 2.Extractive1. Urban!
PRI)(ARI Area nra]. area-agricultureResources Suburban and agri- (Human culture, or structures)
-vacant
52. ADJACE LANDUSE: 5.Natural 4.Mixed nat-3.Primarily 2.Extrac tive1. Urban/
SECONDARY Area nra]. area agricultureResources Suburban
and agri- (Human
- culture, or structures)
vacant
53. LEFT BANK 5.Natural 4. Mixed nat-Irisarily 2.Extractive1.Urban/
ADJACENT LAND USE Area nra]. area\tgricultureResources Suburban
(PRIMARY) and agri- ' (Hunan culture, or structures)
vacant -
54. LEFT HANK 5.Jatural 4. Mixed nat-3. Primarily 2.Extractive1.Urban!
ADJACENT LANDUSE /Area nra]. area agricultureResources Suburban
(SECONDARY) and agri- (Human culture, or structur.)
vacant
/
55. HISTORIC SITES OR 5. Many 4. 3. Few 2. 1.None
FEATURES
56. BLIC LAND 5.90-100% 4.75-90% 3.50-75% 2.25-50%
OWNERSHIP
3A1TICS
57. ARTIFICAL C0W0LS 5.None 4. Minimal 3. 2. 1.Substantial
(impact on recreation
activities rated below
according to this ecale)
a)Wild. Canoeing g)Nature StudyD a)Driving for
b)General Canoeing Ii)Hildng Pleasure
c)Small craftBoat. i) cnicLng S n)Back Fishing
d)Powerboating j)Canoe .Canping o)Boat Fishing
k)Trail Canping p)Hunting
f)Taterskiing 1)Vehicle
Camping
CPAcE FOP NOTES: -
Walls
Groins________________________________ Other1
e
p. ? -
58. DEI)NTLL VALUES OF 5. None 4. Micinal 3. 2. 1. Substastial
BUILDINGS (isact on
recreatton acttyitiaa
rated acriing to
this scale)
a)Wild. Ca.noein
/ g)Nat'.ire StudyS m)Driving for
b)General CanoeOg h)Hiking Pleasure
,)Sflaft i) n)Bank Fishing
d)Powerboatlng )
o) Canoe Canping I Boat Fishing6?
Hunting
e)Suinning Ic)Trail Camping i
f)Waterskiing 1)Vehicle
Canping
SPACE FOR NOTES:
ImsaconRiverEnviror_ent
-bailers
Farzsteads 9
SchooleClnstit.)
Connerclal _J_ (-i? ((
Induatral__________________________________________________
59. ASE&LI?r- 5.Infrecuent4. Seldom 3ore ire-2. 1. Frequent
(river bank t't) & negligibleoccuring& quest& & Serious of little moderate,
impact or infre-
quent& -
serious
60. UTILITIES' 5.None (.$eldoe 3.Infrequent MoferatelyT. Frequent
CROSSINGS(..,.. ---- occuring occuring electric tr-i ,--
sion, telej-.. )
61 OTEER DETP T. 5.None 4.Seldom&(More fre-(2 1. Frequent
VALUES(,'-covered of little quest& & Serious
in above) iapact moderate,
- or infre-
-- quent&
serious ---
lndicate type(s) ofdetrieental values rated above: - Lt?'-, C-I,'OL C.,'---'c r'-r-- -'
62. SCENIC VARIETY 5.Diverse 4. -Limited 2. 1. Monotonous
Views jeuB
63. VIEN CONFINNT 5.Open,0 4. 3.Occasionalcj 1. Closed by
confinement . Confinesent hills,
-
: cliffs, or
-
-. trees
64. APPARENT BEAUTY 5. Outstanding4. 3.Pleasant 1. Monotone,
Dull
65. UNIQUE FEAJRES 5. Cue of a4. Unique to 3.Unique to2. Unique to -i'.None
(scenes, stru-:tres, Kind North state this river
geologic fornatioca, America
etc.)
47p.8
66.ROTZ3 (% of 5. 80-100% k. 60-80% 3. iO-60% 2. 20-140%(T)0-20% ttailecth of
main char.ei greater
than one-quarter mile
fros a road or human
habitation)
.ACCSIBILITY
67. ACC5IBILITY 5. Accessibil-k. 3.Accessibil-2. 1. Accessibjl- (rate, Consdering ity is ity is ityis the infornation appropriate difficult below and from mcn or inadequate #2, according to
this scale)
a)wild. Canoeing4 g)Nature Study m)Driving for
b)General Cacoei1' jjj Pleasure
c)Small Craftat.' 1)picnicing n)Bank Fishing
d)Power cating ____ j)-Canoe
4 o)Boat Fishing
a)S.nnin k)Trail Canping- P)Hunting
f)Waterskiing -_ 1)Vehicle
Canping
(NOTE:denotes tha.ccessibi].1ty rating for recreational activityhas been derived from Form2 which consid'-the segment vitbin a larger five segment unit.Unmarked activities' accessi- bilities are:ei for the present segment alone.)
LLidwes of ParePo
ff of Access Points
I :-. 1
iii
C1D- roads passte only with fcnr-wheel drive equIpped vehicles.
I 2f- roads passable with standard autonobile; usually good dirt, gravel.
CT?- very good gravel surface ahd paved suriace roads; generally well used;county type roads. M- najor tourIst road; freeways, divided four lanes, state highways, U.S. routes.)I
49
p. 9.
FAtIM OPSERVtD CR SIGNS OF:
Obsez"ed Sizns
LtTFCNL
BIRXCPP!EY
ING?IS
PCI 3RS
OT.
oiu.s
(specify)
FLSH(type)
FLORA ORSRVED ()e UIES_______________________________________________________
Abundant Secies)
:- -
ADDITIONAL
,-_-..,.-_ - -- - --- --v -- --- . - .-- ------- --_,_ -- - --a
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